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BRIO one of the strongest consumer brands in Sweden

JANUARY 26, 2010

Superbrands Sweden selected Sweden's 300 strongest B2C brands and BRIO was ranked as #54. The ranking is made by TNS-SIFO and the Superbrands Brand Council.

In comparison with competition, a Superbrand in the B2C offers a considerable emotional and/or rational advantage, a value added that the customer (consciously or non-consciously) wants, recognize and are willing to pay extra for.

On 26 January Superbrand Sweden arranged Sweden's no. 1 branding event, the Superbrands Awards at Berns Salonger, in Stockholm.


Brand Alive opens Swedish office
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brandalive®, the brand relationship company, has opened an office in Gothenburg, Sweden. Headed up by top international branding expert, Tony Leidenkrantz, the office propels the company formally onto the European stage.
Gothenburg is the second largest city in Sweden (after Stockholm), and the fifth largest amongst the Nordic countries. A strategic port city - boasting the largest harbour in Scandinavia - it is the home of Volvo Cars, and also plays host to significant brands such as Ericsson and SKF. Located on the Southwestern edge of Sweden, its central proximity to the whole of Europe makes it an extremely desirable base.

Tony Leidenkrantz, Managing Director of brandalive® Sweden, is not only an internationally seasoned branding expert, but also a renowned lecturer and industry thought leader. He is a member of the 2009 Superbrands Council for Sweden, and has held senior positions in top agencies and branding consultancies as well as top management positions in international corporations.

Says Giles Shepherd, founder and Group Managing Director of brandalive®: “Tony created Leidenkrantz & Partners in Sweden, turning it into a highly respected, specialist branding consultancy. It was the striking similarity between our business philosophies and approach that brought us together in a co-operative agreement in 2008. The success of that partnership persuaded us that a full development of brandalive® in Sweden would be a mutually beneficial move.”

Tony has long had a personal love for South Africa - and for Africa in general. It was his desire to find a blend between his passion for African wildlife and lifestyle and professional brand development that first brought him to brandalive®. “I wanted to identify partnerships with South African firms that could, in part, justify my desire to spend time in the country, and also create a valuable offering to my Swedish client base,” he says. “I was attracted to the brandalive® name, identity, philosophy and business offering - which was so close to my own offering. The chemistry between us from then on was the convincing factor.”

Zweli Nkosi, Chairman of brandalive®, believes this move represents one of the most significant developments in the history of brandalive®. “We operated an office in Kuwait City until 2006, so we have the battle scars associated to international partnerships and regional challenges - most particularly the calibre of your people on the ground, delivering your brand. In this case the man on the ground is an international forerunner in brand development.
"We already have significant opportunities to create value for South African and European brands. And, of course, the ability to develop multi-regional, cross-cultural, synergistic solutions for international brands. This is a very exciting time for brandalive®!"